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Mission and Purpose
To contribute to research, scholarship, and the 
common good by collaboratively collecting, organizing, 
preserving, communicating, and sharing the record of 
human knowledge.
• A trusted digital preservation service enabling the broadest 
possible access worldwide.
• An organization with over 100 research libraries partnering to 
develop its programs.
• A range of transformative programs enabled by working at a 
very large scale. 
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HathiTrust remains one of the best things that has happened to our 
library in the last 10 years. Thank you.
One of our motivations is that HathiTrust is a COLLECTIVE solution 
with access.
...the real interest is in providing much higher quality services and 
access at much lower cost. Even if we were more generously funded 
to do something local, doing so would not advance our Library's 
interests as much as leveraging HathiTrust and doing more 
appropriate local things.
I hope to see my library increase its engagement with HathiTrust
over time to collaborate on shared challenges and provide improved 
services to our users.
We see the advantages of working to scale even if our local 
infrastructure is adequate.
The Name
• The meaning behind the name
– Hathi (hah-tee)--Hindi for elephant
– Big, strong
– Never forgets, wise
– Secure
– Trustworthy
Illustration of “Hathi” the elephant from 1895 edition of The Jungle Book found in HathiTrust. 
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Today’s Discussion
• The organization
• What we’ve collected
• Access services
• Strategic initiatives
• Your questions answered
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• Annual member meeting 
– Nov 10, 2016, Big Ten Center, Chicago IL
• Vote on budget, Board of Governors, etc.
• Submit print holdings
– Required annually
• Take advantage of HT services locally 
– Requires Shibboleth implementation
• Deposit your content  
• Participate in working groups 
• Participate in current initiatives
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Cooperative Work
We draw upon distributed expertise
Michigan Indiana Illinois California
Administration ✔
Preservation & 
Access Repository ✔ ✔
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Currently Active Committees
• Board of Governors
• Program Steering Committee
• Collections Committee
• Metadata Policy, Strategy Use and Advisory  Group
• Zephir Advisory Group
• Rights & Access Working Group
• Ad Hoc Quality Working Group
• User Support Working Group*
• Forthcoming
– Print Monographs Archive Advisory Group
– Federal Documents Advisory Group
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The Collection
HathiTrust in April 2016
• 14 million total items
– 7 million book titles
– 371,000 serial titles 
– 726,000 US federal government documents
– 5.5 million items open (public domain & CC-
licenses)
The collection includes (mostly) published 
materials in bound form, digitized from library 
collections.
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Published Items:  Google Digitized
15
Special Collections: Islamic Manuscripts
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Collection Contributors
Boston College New York Public Library University of Connecticut
Brooklyn Museum North Carolina State University University of Delaware
Clark Art Institute Library Northwestern University Univ of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Columbia University Pennsylvania State University University of Iowa
Cornell University Princeton University University of Maryland, College Park
Duke University Purdue University University of Massachusetts Amherst
Emory University State University System of Florida University of Michigan
Harvard University Technical Report Archive & Image Library University of Minnesota
Indiana University Texas A&M University University of Missouri - Columbia
Keio University The Getty Research Institute Univ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Knowledge Unlatched The Ohio State University University of Virginia
Library of Congress Tufts University University of Washington
McGill University Universidad Complutense de Madrid University of Wisconsin - Madison
Michigan State University University of Alberta Utah State University Press
Millennium Project University of California Wake Forest University
Minnesota Digital Library University of Chicago Yale University
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Dates
HathiTrust Titles by Date and Viewing Status
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HathiTrust Titles by Copyright/View Status
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The top 10 languages make up ~87% 
of all content
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Maryland’s titles overlap 
with HathiTrust is 34.39%
21
Top Ten Titles 2015
1. Roster of the Confederate soldiers of Georgia, 1861-1865 (v.1-5)
2. Solid mensuration, by Willis F. Kern and James R. Bland. 
3. Quicksand, by Nella Larsen. 
4. Godey's magazine, v.40-41 1850 
5. A Short Guide to New Zealand, [Special Services Division, US Army]
6. The human figure,  by John H. Vanderpoel. 
7. Pennsylvania German Pioneers: a publication of the original lists of 
arrivals in the port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808
8. Quintus Curtius [History of Alexander] trans. By John C. Rolfe
9. Modern California houses; case study houses, 1945-1962, by
Esther McCoy.
10. Consumption of the lungs and kindred diseases, treated and cured 
by kerosene, by Charles Oscar King






– Replication node for Digital Preservation Network 
(DPN)
• Discovery
– Bibliographic and full-text search of all materials (all)
– Bibliographic data API enables local catalog 
integration (all)
• Access and Use 
– Varies 
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Modes of Access & Use
• Full text search (all users)
– Text and data mining (all users)
• Services require additional registration
• Public domain and open access works (all users)
– Full-item download (members only)
• Collection building and APIs (all users)
• Lawful uses of in-copyright works (members only)
– Access for users with print disabilities
– Preservation replacement
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Finding via Local Catalog
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Finding via Discovery Service
27
Top Referring Sites












Period: 12/1/2014 to 11/30/2015.  Data taken from Google Analytics. 
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Current Initiatives
Current Major Cooperative Initiatives
• Distributed manual copyright reviews.
• Establishing a distributed shared print 
monograph archive.
• Expanding services of the HathiTrust Research 
Center. 
• Expanding and enhancing access to US Federal 
Government Documents
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Collective Action:  Copyright Review
• Copyright Review Management System 
– Systematic manual review of copyright 
registrations to determine status of portions of 
the HathiTrust Collection, Supported generously 
by IMLS
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Project Reviewed Out of 
Copyright
CRMS US
Pub in US 1923-1963
331,899 177,398 (53%)
CRMS World




• Ballot Initiative passed at the 2011 HT Constitutional 
Convention
• Focus:
– expanded coverage & enhanced access to U.S. federal documents. 
• Near term activities:
– Developing a registry of US Federal Government Documents
– https://www.hathitrust.org/usdocs_registry
– Digitize! Focus first on known and cataloged materials
• Gap analysis driven
• Prioritize print, post-1976 materials
– Publicize the efforts
• Within the library community and the general public
Federal Documents Initiative
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Shared Print Monographs Archive
• Ballot Initiative passed at the 2011 HT Constitutional 
Convention
• Focus
– Ensure preservation of print and digital collections
– Catalyze national/continental collective management of collections
• Proposed Features:
– Secure retention commitments for all monograph titles in HathiTrust. 
(50% within two years or less.)
– Ensure that the retained volumes are accessible (will circulate).
– Disclose commitments and discover content and support local 
collection management.
• Original proposal, task force charge and preliminary recommendations:
– https://www.hathitrust.org/print_monograph_archiving
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“Non-consumptive” Research:
The HathiTrust Research Center
• HathiTrust Research Center
– Persistent and sustainable structure to enable original 
and cutting edge non-consumptive research
– Developed collaboratively by Indiana University and 
University of Illinois.
• Additional funding from HathiTrust and foundations
– Analytics Portal
• https://sharc.hathitrust.org/
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HTRC Portal
https://sharc.hathitrust.org
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HTRC Use Case: Collaboration between 
Scholars and the HTRC
VS.
Tracking Technology Diffusion Through 
Time in the HathiTrust Corpus
Michelle Alexopoulos, University of Toronto
Dr. Alexopoulos, an economist, is using the vast historical
record contained in the HathiTrust to study the diffusion of
various technologies over time. By tracking word usage trends
of 1,214 technology-related terms identified by Alexopoulos,
such as the steam engine, her research based on HathiTrust
book content has the potential to overturn accepted theories
about the economic and societal impacts of a technology.
• 1,012,633 volumes analyzed.
• Over 22 hours of processing using a 32-node cluster on Indiana
University’s high-performance supercomputer, Big Red II.
• Each node had 32 cores and 64 GB of RAM.
Linkages to “Steam Engines” implied by 
the Library of Congress Classification
From HT text: Selected subject terms 
linked to “Steam engine” n-gram by 1910
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• Launch of Shared Print Monographs Program.
• Active collection development in Federal 
Documents effort.
• Improving engagement across the 
membership.
– Input into development agenda (ballot initiative)
• Transitioning copyright review to ongoing 
activity.
• Improvements to print disability services.
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Assumptions
• Our actions must align with the mission, goals, 
and purpose across our partnership.  
• A few additional assumptions
– Internationally we should pursue complementarity 
and cooperation, not competition and 
duplication.
– Scale will continue to drive our work
– Potential partners are not just other libraries and 
library organizations, but also readers, authors, 
publishers.
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How to find out more









– Perspectives from HathiTrust
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Thank You!
Your Questions
